
Referral Program Promotion  
Terms and Conditions

Under this Promotion, current residents of Ingenia Lifestyle or members 
of the local community (the Referrer) may refer individuals who are 
interested in purchasing a new home in an Ingenia Lifestyle community. 
This Promotion commences 8th April 2019 and ends on 27th June 2019 
(Promotion Period). Ingenia reserves the right to verify the validity of 
each referral claim and may deem entries invalid at their discretion. All 
Rewards are not transferable for cash or interchangeable for another 
reward. The terms and conditions of this Promotion supersede any 
previous rewards promotion that may have applied. Ingenia reserves 
the right, at its sole discretion, to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend 
the Promotion at any time without notice. If a referrer participates in 
this Promotion, they must deliver up a completed and signed Referral 
Form to Ingenia as acknowledgment that they understand and agree to 
comply with these terms and conditions. 

Referral Program 
To be eligible as a Prospective Customer, the individual must not be 
currently on Ingenia Lifestyle’s customer enquiry database and must not 
have previously been referred by another Referrer during the Promotion 
Period. The Referrer must comply with all relevant privacy laws and 
regulations and seek the express approval of the Prospective Customer 
before referring the Prospective Customer details to Ingenia Lifestyle.

The Reward 
Under this Promotion, if a Prospective Customer nominated by a Referrer 
enters into a new home sale contract (with Ingenia) and successfully 
settle by 27th June 2019, both the Referrer and the Referee will receive a 
$2,000 VISA gift card (Reward). If the Referee cannot settle until after 27th 
June 2019, the Reward reverts back to $1,000 each. The Reward will be 
given personally or sent to the Referrer and the Referee within 21 days of 
the settlement of the Referee’s new Ingenia Home by Australia Post to the 
relevant lot at the address provided. Ingenia assumes no responsibility for 
lost, misplaced, destroyed or stolen Rewards once they are sent.


